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Oxbow Carbon LLC was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in 

Florida. The company is highly active in the mining, production and 

marketing of fuel-grade petroleum coke, calcined petroleum coke, 

coal, sulfur, and other commodities in the U.S. and internationally. 

It has multiple operating locations across the U.S. and is active 

globally in approximately 40 locations ranging from West Palm 

Beach to Singapore. In addition to the mining and marketing 

of energy and commodities, the company is also active in 

transportation, logistics and related services for these industries.
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BACKgROUND

In late 2003, Oxbow began a series of acquisitions during which it substantially 

increased the number of domestic and international subsidiaries and their 

associated information technology (IT). By late 2008 the result was a substantial 

accumulation of more than 17 different IT systems scattered throughout various 

parts of the world. While it was possible to offset the risks associated with this 

accumulation by employing additional staff, the delayed access to enterprise-

wide data was hampering not only existing day-to-day operations, but also the 

potential for future expansion. 

The company therefore launched a selection process for a global enterprise 

resource planning (erP) system, with criteria primarily driven by the multi-

national, multi-currency, and multi-ledger operational controls required for 

contract management. These criteria effectively narrowed the field of possible 

contenders down to two, with Oracle being the final choice in 2008. 

As Oxbow worked through Oracle’s Application Implementation Methodology 

(AIM) to finalize its configuration, it realized that it had multiple options for 

connecting the erP system to its various banking providers. The two options 

most considered were:

 y Build a separate interface to each banking platform

 y Take advantage of the SWIFT architecture to build a single network connection 

to SWIFT that would enable connection to all banks

At the time, Oxbow regarded the rationalization of the numerous bank 

relationships accumulated through its acquisitions as an independent project. 

The company anticipated that choosing SWIFT would allow it to proceed 

with that rationalization gradually, because it would provide a common bank 

communication methodology. 

The company looked to its primary bank for validation, advice and guidance for 

this plan. Oxbow found that Bank of America Merrill Lynch had product specialist 

support with extensive SWIFT expertise. Through an evaluation process with the 

bank most familiar with their situation and needs, Oxbow was able to confirm 

that the multiple separate interface option would be very costly and labor-

intensive, both up front and in terms of ongoing maintenance, and that SWIFT 

would be the more efficient and cost-effective option. Oxbow therefore decided to 

join and connect to its banks via SWIFT, running the implementation of this effort 

in tandem with its Oracle erP roll out. 

While corporate use of SWIFT has grown considerably in recent years, in 2008 

Oxbow’s choice was a bold one. At the time few companies were using SWIFT on 

a global basis with multiple banks. SWIFT had only just modified its Standardized 
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Corporate environment (SCOre) membership rules to allow privately owned 

companies to join with bank sponsorship. In fact, Oxbow was the first 

non-public company to connect via SWIFT, actually signing with Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch sponsorship just days after SWIFT rolled out their new SCOre 

guidelines for this type of corporate entity to join its network.

Another important decision the company made was whether to host the SWIFT 

connection itself or to outsource this role to an external service bureau. In 

many cases, treasury departments tend not to have dedicated technical support 

and there was concern that if the company hosted the connection in-house the 

shared IT resource might not be available if a critical event occurred, leaving 

treasury to seek external support at short notice. Because of this concern Oxbow 

made the decision to outsource the SWIFT connection to a service bureau.

The company split the project into three phases, primarily based upon geography. 

The first phase, involving over 75 bank accounts mostly in the U.S., was scheduled 

for immediate implementation. The second (covering europe and Latin America) 

and third (rest of the world and recent acquisitions) would follow later.

WHEN IS A STANDARD NOT A STANDARD?

As Oxbow’s implementation proceeded, it became apparent that SWIFT 

standards were not exactly as described. In theory SWIFT Message Types (MT) 

are standards, while in practice the company discovered that each bank had its 

own proprietary requirements as to how the MT101 SWIFT messages should 

be structured. This negated the company’s original assumption that the SWIFT 

architecture and connection would deliver a single consistent standard with 

which Oxbow could operate when communicating with all its banks.

This fragmentation effectively undermined Oxbow’s expectation that it would 

be able to undertake its bank rationalization process as a separate project in 

its own time. Therefore they decided to undertake this effort immediately in 

conjunction with its SWIFT implementation and Oracle erP roll out.

BANK RATIONALIzATION

The company did not use a formal request for proposal (rFP) process to 

accomplish this rationalization, but instead attempted to identify the banks it 

was currently using in each region that could provide the most comprehensive 

coverage. In doing so, it was attempting to leverage existing relationships in 

order to minimize the number of variations on SWIFT formats that it would have 

to create and test.
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An important point here was the nature of the bank relationship in terms of 

messaging requirements. Oxbow has a number of subsidiaries in remote 

locations where transaction activity on its bank accounts is low (typically 

consisting of petty cash and small check transactions), and in those cases, 

messaging would almost exclusively consist of just receiving SWIFT MT940 daily 

statement messages. These relationships were accorded a lower priority in the 

company’s three project phases than those with significant transaction volume 

that would involve the use of SWIFT MT101 payment messages, where Oxbow 

would need to create and test message variants. 

On this basis, Oxbow prepared a list of critical and non-critical banks for each of 

its three project phases. Those that involved regular MT101 traffic were deemed 

critical – those directly impacting Oxbow’s business in the event of connectivity 

failure – and the remainder (typically those with low activity requiring only 

MT940s) were deemed non-critical. 

By the same token, in order to avoid proliferation of bank-specific versions of 

SWIFT standards in relation to essential payment traffic, the critical groups of 

banks were also prioritized with regard to rationalizing relationships. To date this 

has seen a reduction of approximately 25% in the number of bank accounts the 

company maintains and a commensurate decrease in the number of relationships.

pROvIDER SELECTION AND IMpLEMENTATION

having decided to use an external bureau to host its SWIFT connection, Oxbow 

conducted a formal rFP to select a provider who would meet their system 

capabilities and project needs. The selection process reduced the final shortlist 

to three candidates - one very large organization and two smaller ones. Mainly to 

ensure financial stability, Oxbow chose the largest provider.

Because SWIFT for corporates was still a relatively new offering, even the largest 

service bureaus had negligible experience in providing connectivity to corporates. 

While they might have considerable experience with banks, providers were still 

learning the corporate-specific needs when it came to servicing. 

This unfortunately created issues when it came to understanding and delivering 

upon connectivity requirements, particularly since Oxbow had payment flows 

emerging from two separate Oracle modules - accounts payable and treasury. Its 

accounts payable module had an XML file format which is not SWIFT-readable, so 

the service bureau needed to build a transformation that would take the XML file 

and convert it to an MT101. For the treasury module, Oxbow (with the assistance 

of Bank of America Merrill Lynch) wrote some code to create a customized MT101 

that could be sent to the service bureau, which would then place a header on it 

and forward it to SWIFT. 
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Unfortunately this process did not work as planned with respect to the service 

bureau. various issues arose, including very slow notification of the success or 

failure of test messages and a similarly slow response when writing fixes. This 

caused frustration as even minor fixes that should have taken a matter of minutes 

to produce were actually taking weeks.

BANK IMpLEMENTATION

Implementation of individual banks was generally less vexed, though there were 

considerable variations. As Oxbow’s largest treasury provider, Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch was one of the banks involved in the first phase of the project. 

Larger banks typically are a great place to start with SWIFT implementation 

because they are more likely to have the staff and experience to immediately begin 

the project. Bank of America Merrill Lynch put a dedicated project team in place, 

which outlined all the project requirements from its perspective, such as formats 

and test plans. The bank also sponsored Oxbow’s application to join its SWIFT 

Member-Administered Closed User group (MA-CUg) and later SCOre. 

There were weekly or bi-weekly meetings between the Oxbow and the bank 

implementation teams, which dealt with matters such as specifying communication 

protocols and establishing testing resources and schedules. The bank also 

provided a test environment that allowed Oxbow to feed in test transactions for 

each in-scope country and confirm that that worked, before migrating the company 

to the bank’s production environment. 

By contrast, some other banks didn’t actually have test environments, which 

meant that any payments transmitted had to go through the bank’s live production 

environment. As a result, Oxbow had to put production grade controls around these 

‘test’ payments, which resulted in additional work and risk. In addition, Oxbow 

found that not all large banks were SWIFT FileAct-ready for non-MT messages, 

adding an additional layer of work and complexity.

Oxbow also identified some more mundane issues associated with migrating bank 

connectivity onto SWIFT. For example, discovering contact information at certain 

banks in which Oxbow, through acquisitions of smaller companies, had multiple 

low-volume operating accounts and no bank ‘relationship’ became a concern. If it 

proved necessary to add this bank to Oxbow’s SWIFT project (thus requiring a close 

direct relationship for successful implementation) then the issue would be finding 

the right person at the bank to talk to in the first place. Oxbow found that not all 

banks offer a full suite of SWIFT SCOre services.
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CHANgINg THE BUREAU AND gOINg LIvE

The implementation proceeded from 2008 until late 2011, by which time it 

was evident that the relationship with the chosen service bureau was not 

working as intended. Oxbow therefore engaged a SWIFT consulting firm to 

help determine whether to switch to another bureau to implement a new one 

alongside the existing provider, or to slog along with the existing provider in 

light of the short time to the Oracle go-live of Phase I. The decision was made 

to engage a new service bureau. Oxbow prepared a new rFP, chose Axletree 

Solutions and proceeded immediately to implementation. The company 

approached Bank of America Merrill Lynch for guidance on how best to 

accomplish the change in service bureaus.

Oxbow’s experience with this second implementation has been very different. 

Axletree’s response times are rapid, with most issues (of which there have 

been few) typically being resolved within hours if not minutes. Also, several 

years had passed and SWIFT SCOre had become more mainstream. And lastly, 

Axletree employs a number of SWIFT-certified engineers, which means there 

is a shorter learning curve for the bureau. Its engineers are already intimately 

familiar with the technical minutiae of SWIFT and therefore how to efficiently and 

accurately transform the output from Oxbow’s Oracle erP system to bank-specific 

SWIFT formats.

Oxbow elected to remain on Axletree’s test system for as long as possible so 

that any updates and fixes could be made on - the - fly, as once on the production 

system these could only be made over a weekend. however the company has 

recently gone live successfully - with the entire implementation with its new 

bureau having taken less than two months from start to finish.

FUTURE pLANS

After the successful implementation of the first phase of its SWIFT project, the 

company is turning its attention to phases two and three. The same methodology 

of categorizing relationships as critical or non-critical applies. For phase two, one 

third of the accounts have been designated as critical and the remainder as non-

critical. For phase three, the split is also one third critical, remainder non-critical. 

early work on Phase II has begun with Phase III soon to follow. 

The second, european phase of the project will have to deal with a number of 

new bank-specific SWIFT formats plus other nuances, such as SePA. 
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CONCLUSION

even today, Oxbow’s decision to connect to its banks via SWIFT is forward-

thinking. There are still perhaps only 800-900 corporations globally that connect 

directly to SWIFT, which means that many corporations much larger than Oxbow 

have yet to take this step. Despite its initial difficulties, the first phase of the 

project has now gone live after a very brief implementation with its current 

service bureau. 

The company has now streamlined and has consistent connectivity to all its 

domestic banks and accounts. The path may not have been easy (see sidebar 

“Oxbow takeaways”) but the company now enjoys exceptional transparency and 

efficiency regarding its domestic bank relationships. In the future this may be 

further enhanced by phases two and three of the project.

Oxbow’s takeaways

•  Unless you have exceptional 

dedicated treasury IT 

resources that understand 

SWIFT messaging, don’t host 

your SWIFT connection in 

house - use a bureau

•  Choose your SWIFT bureau 

with extreme care, or repent 

at your expense 

•  When choosing a bureau,  

size isn’t everything

•  Be aware that SWIFT 

standards are only suggestions 

and not absolutes 

•  Consult with, and lean on, 

your main bank relationships 

for advice. They often have 

extensive experience and 

may even be able to provide 

peer resources, reference 

and support


